⊲ Convert real into float with type of prototype.
⊲ asinh a, acosh a, or atanh a, respectively. T; NIL ⊲ t, or truth in general; and nil or (). ⊲ T if foo is of indicated type.
Numeric Functions
⊲ Return a or a, respectively. ⊲ Return copy of integer with all bits unset but those denoted by byte-spec. setfable. 
Lists

Integer Functions
⊲ Radix, number of digits in that radix, or precision in that radix, respectively, of float n.
⊲ Type of most specialized complex number able to hold parts of type foo.
Characters
The standard-char type comprises a-z, A-Z, 0-9, Newline, Space, and !?°"''.:,;*+-/|\~^<=>#%@&()[]{}. 
Strings
Strings can as well be manipulated by array and sequence functions; see pages 10 and 12.
(
⊲ Return T if subsequences of foo and bar are equal. Obey/ignore, respectively, case.
( ⊲ Return string with all characters in sequence char-bag removed from both ends, from the beginning, or from the end, respectively. 
⊲ Return position in sequence-a where sequence-a and sequence-b begin to mismatch. Return NIL if they match entirely. 
Sequence Functions
⊲ Return number of elements in sequence which match foo. ⊲ Make copy of tree with each subtree or leaf matching a key in association-list replaced by that key's value.
( Fu copy-tree tree) ⊲ Copy of tree with same shape and leaves. 
Sets
⊲ Return result of bitwise logical operations (cf. operations of Fu boole, p. 4) on bit-array-a and bit-array-b. If result-bit-array is T, put result in bit-array-a; if it is NIL, make a new array for result. 
Vector Functions
Vectors can as well be manipulated by sequence functions; see section 6. 
Functions
Below, ordinary lambda list (ord-λ * ) has the form
supplied-p is T if there is a corresponding argument. init forms can refer to any init and supplied-p to their left.
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⊲ Return first element in sequence which matches foo, or its position relative to the begin of sequence, respectively.
⊲ Return first element in sequence which satisfies test, or its position relative to the begin of sequence, respectively.
⊲ Search sequence-b for a subsequence matching sequence-a. Return position in sequence-b, or NIL.
⊲ Make copy of sequence without elements matching foo.
⊲ Make copy of sequence with all (or count ) elements satisfying test removed. 
⊲ Make copy of sequence with all (or count ) olds replaced by new . 
⊲ Define structure foo together with functions MAKE-foo, COPY-foo and foo-P; and setfable accessors foo-slot . Instances are of class foo or, if defstruct option :type is given, of the specified type. They can be created by (MAKE-foo {:slot value} * ) or, if ord-λ (see p. 16) is given, by (maker arg * {:key value} * ). In the latter case, arg s and :keys correspond to the positional and keyword parameters defined in ord-λ whose var s in turn correspond to slot s. :print-object/:print-function generate a gF print-object method for an instance bar of foo calling (o-printer bar stream ) or (f-printer bar stream print-level), respectively. If :type without :named is given, no foo-P is created. ( M destructuring-bind destruct-λ bar (declare decl * ) * form P * ) ⊲ Evaluate forms with variables from tree destruct-λ bound to corresponding elements of tree bar , and return their values. destruct-λ resembles macro-λ (section 9.4), but without any &environment clause. 
Iteration
tagbody-like body with var s successively bound according to the values of the corresponding start and step forms. var s are bound in parallel/sequentially, respectively. Stop iteration when stop is T. Return values of result * . Implicitly, the whole form is a sO block named NIL.
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form P * ) ⊲ Define a function named foo or (setf foo), or an anonymous function, respectively, which applies forms to ord-λs. For M defun, forms are enclosed in an implicit sO block named foo. 
Macros
Below, macro lambda list (macro-λ * ) has the form of either
One toplevel [E ] may be replaced by &environment var . supplied-p is T if there is a corresponding argument. init forms can refer to any init and supplied-p to their left.
form P * ) ⊲ Define macro foo which on evaluation as (foo tree) applies expanded form s to arguments from tree, which corresponds to tree-shaped macro-λs. forms are enclosed in an implicit sO block named foo.
⊲ Define symbol macro foo which on evaluation evaluates expanded form. ( sO symbol-macrolet ((foo expansion-form ) * ) (declare decl * ) * form P * ) ⊲ Evaluate forms with locally defined symbol macros foo.
[&allow-other-keys] &environment var ) ⊲ Specify how to setf a place accessed by function. Short form: (setf (function arg * ) value-form) is replaced by (updater arg * value-form ); the latter must return value-form. Long form: on invocation of (setf (function arg * ) value-form), forms must expand into code that sets the place accessed where setf-λ and s-var * describe the arguments of function and the value(s) to be stored, respectively; and that returns the value(s) of s-var * . forms are enclosed in an implicit sO block named function.
form P * ) ⊲ Specify how to setf a place accessed by function. On invocation of (setf (function arg * ) value-form ), form * must expand into code returning arg-vars, args, newval-vars, set-form, and get-form as described with get-form specifying in terms of arg-vars and newval-vars how to setf and how to read place.
⊲ Define macro foo able to modify a place. On invocation of (foo place arg * ), the value of function applied to place and args will be stored into place and returned.
co lambda-list-keywords ⊲ List of macro lambda list keywords. These are at least:
&whole var ⊲ Bind var to the entire macro call form.
&optional var * ⊲ Bind var s to corresponding arguments if any.
{&rest &body} var ⊲ Bind var to a list of remaining arguments.
&key var * ⊲ Bind var s to corresponding keyword arguments.
&allow-other-keys ⊲ Suppress keyword argument checking. Callers can do so using :allow-other-keys T.
&environment var ⊲ Bind var to the lexical compilation environment. ⊲ Fill instance's slots using initargs and :initform forms.
( gF slot-missing class object slot
⊲ Called in case of attempted access to missing slot . Its primary method signals error.
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tagbody-like body with var successively bound to integers from 0 to i − 1. Upon evaluation of result , var is i. Implicitly, the whole form is a sO block named NIL. 
across vector being the each
repeat num while until always never thereis
Figure 1: Loop Facility, Overview.
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Common T. If not, or if there are no :around methods at all, return from the calling call-next-method or from the generic function, respectively, the values of (operator (primary-method gen-arg * ) * ), gen-arg * being the arguments of the generic function. The primary-method s are ordered :most-specific-first :most-specific-last :most-specific-first (specified as c-arg in M defgeneric). Using c-type as the qualifier in M defmethod makes the method primary.
CLOS
Classes
( Fu slot-exists-p foo bar ) ⊲ T if foo has a slot bar . ( Fu slot-boundp instance slot) ⊲ T if slot in instance is bound. ( M defclass foo (superclass * standard-object ) ( M assert test (place * ) [    condition continue-arg * type {:initarg-name value} * control arg *    ] ) ⊲ If test,( M restart-case form (foo (ord-λ * )        :interactive arg-function :report report-function string "foo" :test test-function T        (declare decl * ) * restart-form P * ) * ) ⊲Common Lisp Quick Reference ( gF slot-unbound class instance slot) ⊲ Called by Fu slot-value in case of unbound slot. Its primary method signals unbound-slot.
Generic Functions
:most-specific-first :most-specific-last :most-specific-first :required bool
Common Lisp Quick Reference ⊲ Long Form. Define new method-combination c-type. A call to a generic function using c-type will be equivalent to a call to the forms returned by body * with ord-λ * bound to c-arg * (cf.
M defgeneric), with symbol bound to the generic function, with method-combination-λ * bound to the arguments of the generic function, and with groups bound to lists of methods. An applicable method becomes a member of the leftmost group whose predicate or qualifier s match. Methods can be called via M call-method. Lambda lists (ord-λ * ) and (method-combination-λ * ) according to ord-λ on p. 16, the latter enhanced by an optional &whole argument.
⊲ From within an effective method form, call method with the arguments of the generic function and with information about its next-methods; return its values.
Conditions and Errors
For standardized condition types cf. Figure 2 on page 30. [ rt var ¶readtable ¶ ]) ⊲ Make function of stream, n, sub-char a dispatch function of char followed by n, followed by sub-char . Return T. (eql foo) (member foo * ) ⊲ Specifier for a type comprising foo or foos.
(satisfies predicate) ⊲ Type specifier for all objects satisfying predicate.
(mod n) ⊲ Type specifier for all non-negative integers < n.
(not type) ⊲ Complement of type.
(and type * T ) ⊲ Type specifier for intersection of types.
(or type * NIL ) ⊲ Type specifier for union of types.
(values type * &optional type * [&rest other-args ] ) ⊲ Type specifier for multiple values. ¶ ⊲ As a type argument (cf. Figure 2 ): no restriction.
13 Input/Output #Bn; #On; n.; #Xn; #r Rn ⊲ Integer of radix 2, 8, 10, 16, or r ; 2 ≤ r ≤ 36. 
Predicates
( Fu streamp foo) ( Fu pathnamep foo) ( Fu readtablep foo) ⊲ T if foo is of indicated type. ( Fu input-stream-p stream ) ( Fu output-stream-p stream ) ( Fu interactive-stream-p stream ) ( Fu open-stream-p stream ) ⊲ Return T ifn/d ⊲ The ratio n d . [m].n {S F D L E}x E0 m .[n] {S F D L E}x ⊲ m.n · 10
Printer
⊲ Print foo to stream and return foo, or print foo into string, respectively, after dynamically setting printer variables corresponding to keyword parameters ( ¶print-bar ¶ becoming :bar 
(declare decl * ) * form P * ) ⊲ Evaluate forms, which should print list, with stream locally bound to a pretty printing stream which outputs to the original stream. If list is in fact not a list, it is printed by 
Pathnames and Files
⊲ Construct pathname. For :case :local, leave case of components unchanged. For :case :common, leave mixed-case components unchanged; convert all-uppercase components into local customary case; do the opposite with all-lowercase components.
( ( Fu logical-pathname-translations logical-host ) ⊲ List of (from-wildcard to-wildcard ) translations for logical-host . setfable.
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Common Lisp Quick Reference {˜( text˜)˜:( text˜)˜@( text˜)˜:@( text˜)} ⊲ Case-Conversion. Convert text to lowercase, convert first letter of each word to uppercase, capitalize first word and convert the rest to lowercase, or convert to uppercase, respectively.
{˜P˜:P˜@P˜:@P} ⊲ Plural. If argument eql 1 print nothing, otherwise print s; do the same for the previous argument; if argument eql 1 print y, otherwise print ies; do the same for the previous argument, respectively.
[n 1 ] % ⊲ Newline. Print n newlines.
[n 1 ] & ⊲ Fresh-Line. Print n − 1 newlines if output stream is at the beginning of a line, or n newlines otherwise.
{˜˜:˜@˜:@ } ⊲ Conditional Newline. Print a newline like pprint-newline with argument :linear, :fill, :miser, or :mandatory, respectively.
{˜:←֓˜@←֓˜←֓}
⊲ Ignored Newline. Ignore newline, or whitespace following newline, or both, respectively.
[n 1 ] | ⊲ Page. Print n page separators.
[n 1 ]˜⊲ Tilde. Print n tildes.
Justify text produced by texts in a field of at least min-col columns. With :, right justify; with @, left justify. If this would leave less than spare characters on the current line, output nl-text first.
[
Act like pprint-logical-block using body as Fu format control string on the elements of the list argument or, with @, on the remaining arguments, which are extracted by pprint-pop. With :, prefix and suffix default to ( and ). When closed by˜:@>, spaces in body are replaced with conditional newlines.
Set indentation to n relative to leftmost/to current position.
Move cursor forward to column number c+ki, k ≥ 0 being as small as possible. With :, calculate column numbers relative to the immediately enclosing section. With @, move to column number c 0 + c + ki where c 0 is the current position.
Jump m arguments forward, or backward, or to argument n.
Use text repeatedly, up to limit, as control string for the elements of the list argument or (with @) for the remaining arguments. With : or :@, list elements or remaining arguments should be lists of which a new one is used at each iteration step. {V #} ⊲ In place of the comma-separated prefix parameters: use next argument or number of remaining unprocessed arguments, respectively. 
Streams
⊲ Open file-stream to path . T if something has been created.
Packages and Symbols
Predicates
⊲ T if foo is of indicated type.
Packages
:bar keyword:bar ⊲ Keyword, evaluates to :bar .
package:symbol ⊲ Exported symbol of package.
package::symbol ⊲ Possibly unexported symbol of package.
⊲ Create or modify package foo with interned-symbol s, symbols from used-package s, imported-symbol s, and shd-symbol s. Add shd-symbol s to foo's shadowing list. ⊲ List of other packages used by/using package. 
Standard Packages
common-lisp cl ⊲ Exports the defined names of Common Lisp except for those in the keyword package.
common-lisp-user cl-user ⊲ Current package after startup; uses package common-lisp. keyword ⊲ Contains symbols which are defined to be of type keyword. (optimize
Compiler
Predicates
⊲ Tell compiler how to optimize. n = 0 means unimportant, n = 1 is neutral, n = 3 means important.
(special var * ) ⊲ Declare var s to be dynamic. 
External Environment
